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Economic consultants specialised in the energy and water sectors operating 
worldwide

45
Regulators advised

70
Countries worked 

in 

20+ years
in business

28
Economists

60 
assignments 

annually

10+ years 
average 

experience

100%
Employee owned

25
National utilities 

advised

3
Locations 

London, Athens, Berlin

ECA is a specialised consultancy 
providing economic and regulatory 
consulting services to industry and 
government.

We advise investors, regulators and 
policymakers in the electricity, natural 
gas and water sectors.

Solutions to net zero targets and 
energy transition challenges are at the 
core of our four service areas of network 
regulation, decarbonisation strategy, 
markets & commercial and investment 
planning

Our team of 30 professional staff 
members, based in offices in London, 
Athens and Berlin has many years’ 
experience of working internationally.

We have particularly string expertise in 
energy and water sectors in the UK and 
Ireland, southeast Europe, sub-
Saharan Africa and southeast Asia.

“ECA combines the application of economic principles and industry knowledge with best international 
practice to deliver implementable recommendations”
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ECA offers sustainable high impact solutions based on economic and 
analytical methods informed by a deep understanding of energy markets

Economics and analytical approach

We adopt quantitative methods to inform investments, policy 
and regulatory recommendations, including
• Power dispatch modelling (inhouse, PLEXOS)
• Financial modelling
• Cost Benefit Analyses
• Econometrics

Our company objective is to provide long 
lasting high impact solutions to our clients 
that provide sustainable outcomes.

A central built-in component of our services 
is to ensure that capacity is developed for 
our clients as part of our engagements.

We also strive to future-proof our 
recommendations by incorporating latest 
market, technology and commercial trends 
into our analyses.

We work closely with client teams and 
stakeholders to make sure our 
recommendations integrate the critical 
components required to be implementable

Long lasting high impact solutions

Our experts have long-standing experience 
of working in energy markets around the 
world and provide international best 
practice solutions.

Designing suitable market structures that 
enable a net zero transition through 
competition and private sector 
participation lies at the core of our service 
offering.

We are able to draw from this experience to 
advise market participants and investors 
in energy and water sectors on the value 
drivers of their assets.

Deep energy market understanding
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Our experts support clients across four service areas covering economic 
regulation, markets, decarbonisation and investment planning

Economic Regulation

• Network and retail tariff design
• Cost of capital advice
• Allowed revenue determination
• Design of regulatory frameworks and incentive 

mechanisms 
• Regulatory due diligence

• Least cost development plans
• Investment strategy 
• Electricity load forecasting
• Energy and water sector masterplans
• PPP policy and regulation frameworks

Markets & Commercial

Decarbonisation Strategy

Investment Planning

• Development of regulatory tools and materials
• Contentious proceedings support
• Cost assessment
• Tariff setting methodologies
• Offgrid and energy access regulatory 

framework design

• Market due diligence
• Asset valuation
• Generation and storage revenue projections
• Wholesale power market design
• Ancillary service remuneration mechanisms

• Energy market reform
• Power market modelling (Plexos licence)
• Market studies for offgrid applications 
• Risk assessment for network investments
• Commercial support on energy contracts

• RE market integration mechanisms
• Energy efficiency regulation and policy
• Hydrogen strategies and integration
• Low carbon strategy and policy
• Energy storage investments

• Carbon pricing instrument assessments
• Green electrification and minigrids
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We are sector specialists with focused expertise in electricity, natural gas & 
hydrogen, water & wastewater and energy access

Electricity

Natural Gas & Hydrogen

Water & Wastewater

Energy Access

We provide services across the full 
value chain of electricity with a particular 
focus on generations assets, wholesale 
markets and transmission and 
distribution networks.  

Our specialisation is on mid- and 
downstream gas sectors and hydrogen 
economics. 

ECA provides services that promote 
access to energy for unelectrified 
regions working in the development of 
emerging technologies for electrification 
including electricity mini-grids and solar 
home systems.

• Power market modelling (PLEXOS and Wairoa)
• Price control support
• Electricity tariff design and regulation
• Power asset valuations (generation, storage and network)
• Sector reforms and restructuring
• Electricity market design and reform to facilitate

• Gas network and interconnector economics
• Hydrogen and green gas integration
• Contracts and commercial agreements
• Tariff and regulations
• Gas sector policy and planning
• Gas to power integration

• Market assessments, feasibility, and bankability studies,
• Electrification strategies 
• Development of policy and regulatory frameworks to 

govern energy access development,
• Design financing facilities to support private participation
• Research of decentralised electricity trends

• Water tariffs and allowed revenues
• Regulatory support on price controls
• Infrastructure planning
• Water and sanitation institutional frameworks
• Sector reforms and restructuring

ECA’s services in the water sector 
include pricing, resource management 
and allocation, investment planning and 
institutional design.
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We have a broad base of clients across International Finance Institutions, 
utility regulators, utilities and investors, and international agencies

Utilities and 
investors

Utility regulators

International 
Finance Institutions 

International 
agencies
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Our team

The firm has a total of 27 
professional staff members, based 
in offices in London, Athens, and 
Berlin. 

All staff members hold 
qualifications in either or both of 
economics and electrical 
engineering. 

Our staff are specialised by 
services line, sectors and 
geographic areas.

We frequently collaborate with 
associates or firms to complement 
our existing expertise. 

We can draw from a large network 
of individuals and companies 
around the world enabling us to 
offer the full range of services 
required on any particular client
engagement. 
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Selected ECA Insights



www.eca-uk.com

Economic Consulting Associates

41 Lonsdale Road
London NW6 6RA, UK
+44 20 7604 4546
email: info@eca-uk.com
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